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FOOD for thought...
Blue Zones at Work

Yoga in the Workplace
Picture this! You are seated at your desk surrounded by mounds of
papers, florescent lights blaring, and ketchup dripping onto your work
as you devour your burger. The phone rings and you think, “What
now?” debating if you should answer it or let it go to voicemail.

READ MORE

The Blue Zones© – a name coined by author Dan
Buettner, analyzes the diets and lifestyles of the
world’s longest-lived people. The prime Blue Zones
include: Ikaria, Greece; Okinawa, Japan;...

READ MORE

RECIPES for health...
Natural Remedies for Blasting Colds and Flus!

Q&A Café...

Dine Out Without a Doubt!

Q. I eat at restaurants several times a week for meetings and business
travel and I constantly struggle with making healthy choices and
controlling my portions. What are some tips to help me prepare for and
make better choices when dining out?
A. Eating out healthfully and mindfully whether at a restaurant or at a
family or friend’s home can be challenging at the best of times. Here are
some mindful eating tips to help prepare you before and during your
“eating out” event so you can dine out without a doubt!

READ MORE

READ MORE

WORKING well...
Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace

POSITIVITY at work...
Choose an Attitude of
Gratitude

“Emotions drive people. People drive performance.”
– Daniel Goleman
Performance is one of those words that spans across all arenas
of the human experience. How we feel is often tied to how we
perform and our outcomes; at work, at home, and day-to-day
transactions.

READ MORE

Work in Mind:

Why Employers Need a Mental Health Policy

If there was a free, simple method for you to: improve
productivity, boost employee morale, positively impact
physical & psychological employee wellbeing, develop deeper
relationships between team members and leaders, and build
corporate loyalty; would you be interested? Would you want to
use it in your workplace? Good news! There is, and it can start
with the use of two little words - Thank You.
Building a culture of gratitude and choosing to be an
appreciative person is something all of us can help cultivate.
The great news is, it offers transformational benefits for all!

READ MORE

‘Be in two minds’, ‘a frame of mind’, ‘change your mind’, ‘have an
open mind’, ‘make up your mind’ – we refer to the mind in the
everyday language we use both inside and outside the workplace.
Given that we use the word ‘mind’ so often, it is ironic that many
businesses don’t have a mental health policy. And in my own
wellbeing specialism – education in the UK – schools lag even
further behind.

READ MORE

“A healthy attitude is contagious,
but don’t wait to catch it from others. Be a carrier.”
– Tom Stoppard

Continued:
“Yoga in the Workplace”

As you brush crumbs from your chest, you look around at your, “to do,” “in the middle of doing,” “file,” and “shred,” piles around
your office. You feel overwhelmed and the anxiety has been building for a while now. You can’t concentrate, all of things you
need to get done in your office run together in your head, your errands are written down on several sticky notes, and your reading
glasses that seem no where to be found are sitting on your head. You are not alone! Millions of people are feeling this same way
each day in the workplace.
Now picture this! You come into your office to gentle light, adequate to see your work, but not so harsh that it causes a headache.
The soft glow from your Himalayan salt lamp and the aroma of essential oils create a relaxing atmosphere. You are feeling calm,
organized, and ready to start your day. On your lunch break, you head to the 40-minute yoga class provided on-site and then
enjoy a healthy meal you prepared the night before.
Here is the reality! In our current society front-line workers are typically overwhelmed, supervisors want efficient employees,
CEOs want a better bottom line. In order for employees to do their best work it is vital that employers encourage their employees
to not just work towards work-life balance, but rather, “balance at work.” One way to encourage a healthy work environment is
offering on-site yoga classes. A lunch-time yoga class can be the perfect mid-day boost — a healthy respite from a busy morning,
and a way to revitalize and prepare oneself for a productive afternoon.
If you are in a work environment where on-site yoga classes are not viable, perhaps join a lunch hour or after-work class at a
nearby studio. Alternately, you might go for a lunch hour walk and rejuvenate yourself throughout the day with the following
self-care practices.
•
•
•

Desk Yoga: there are many yoga postures you can practice at your desk including the seated pigeon, standing warrior, tree
pose, and seated warrior on the ball such as demonstrated in the image above. Any yoga you mindfully practice can help to
release tension, increase attention, and allow you to do your job even better!
Deep breathe: listen to your breath as your diaphragm rises and falls with each inhale and exhale. Practice breathing in
peace and breathing out stress. Try alternate nostril breathing. Even a few minutes of breathing exercises can reduce your
blood pressure and your stress level.
Practice Mindfulness: invest in your your health/wellbeing and optimize your work flow by focusing on the “here and now”
and those things that are within your power to achieve.

Which strategies might you practice to cultivate balance and renewal in your work day?
Liz Jones, MAOL, CPT, RYT, Nutritional Therapist, CMWA
www.lizjones.co
liz@lizjones.co
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Continued:

Q&A Café...
Tips for “Dining Out Without a Doubt”:
1.
2.
3.

Review online menus ahead of time to explore and select healthy restaurants and options.
Have a light snack before you dine out as this will help prevent overeating.
Order half portion options as most restaurant meals are double the recommended portion size or have them bring you a
container to half your meal before you begin eating to save for the next day.
4. Share an entrée with a buddy.
5. If ordering an appetizer, select another appetizer or salad in place of a larger entrée for portion control.
6. Choose grilled fish or lean protein options without toppings and sauces as they often contain high amounts of MSG and
unhealthy fats.
7. Always ask for salad dressings on the side, or better still, ask for olive oil/balsamic vinegar or lemon wedges for healthier
alternatives.
8. Minimize carb servings – ask for a veggie plate over a bread basket.
9. Read between the lines – creamy, breaded, crisp, or stuffed often translate to unhealthy, trans fats and processed carbs.
10. Ask for what YOU want! Most restaurants are typically very happy to accommodate healthier eating requests!
*The following tips are from KWC Inc.’s Focus on Healthy Eating Program (FOHE). Visit www.kellywc.com to learn how to bring a
FOHE program to your workplace.
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Continued:
“Blue Zones at Work”

Sardinia, Italy; Nicoya Peninsula, Costa Rica and Loma Linda, California. While in general we are all living longer, Blue Zoners
live well into their 80’s, 90’s and 100’s, staying active, vibrant and independent.
Nine healthy living practices and recommendations that have come out of the Blue Zones research:
1. Move naturally – functional every-day activity keeps Blue Zoners lean and limber throughout their lives. Movement
Tips…get up to talk to colleagues, have walking meetings, walk at least part way to work, and take regular stretch breaks.
2. Purpose – having a purpose in life is a reason to get up with a positive attitude each and every day. If you love what you
do, it gives you a reason to get up in the morning!
3. Downshift – Blue Zoners like the rest of us experience daily stressors on some level, however, they are more adept at
managing them due to the regular practice of meditation, naps, prayer, and honoring loved ones. Tip…encourage your
work-mates to join you in some of these strategies to help foster a calm and low-stress work environment.
4. Hara Hachi Bu - this Okinawans’ pre-meal mantra, “eat to only 80% full”, is practiced in some form in all Blue Zones. This
requires mindful eating practices such as not eating while distracted, taking time to be grateful, and chewing thoroughly.
5. Plant Slant – while a small amount of animal food is consumed, the bulk of the Blue Zones diet consists of these plantbased foods: beans, legumes, root vegetables, leafy greens, fruits, herbs and spices. Creative ways to add more of these
foods to your diet include: adding vegetables to smoothies and scrambled eggs; adding a plant-based protein (i.e. beans,
hummus, tofu) to sandwiches, salads, soups, and stews; and preparing vegetable dishes over the weekend or the night
before so that you have healthy, ready-made meals waiting for you when you get home.
6. Wine @ 5 – Blue Zoners who consume alcohol do so in moderation. Remember, moderation is key and be sure to enjoy
your occasional drink in the company of healthy food and good friends.
7. Right Tribe – Social support is the single most important key to health and happiness according to the Blue Zones
research. Okinawans have “moais”: groups of 5 friends or colleagues who are committed to each other for life.
8. Community – all Blue Zones practice some form of faith-based activity which helps to extend lifespan by 4-14 years.
9. Loved Ones First – many Blue Zoners live their entire lives in one place and as such, have lifelong access to and support from
their immediate and extended families. Takeaway… organizations that promote strong family values can significantly
enhance employee health/ well-being, focus and productivity, and longevity.
On a final note, it is often said, “you are what you eat.” A more accurate statement however might be, “you are what you digest,
absorb and assimilate.” One of the best ways then to achieve optimal health is to eat mindfully, a key practice in Blue Zone
cultures. Together, Blue Zoners cultivate stress-free, mindful eating habits and environments — and you can too! Discover
how through the next offering of our “Focus On Healthy Eating Program”
Bring FOCUS to your workplace. Contact us to learn more!
Tanya Sullivan, C.H.N.C., CMWA
www.tanyasullivan.com
Tanya@tanyasullivan.com
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Continued:
“Natural Remedies for Blasting
Colds and Flu”
It’s that time of the year; cold and flu season. Your throat is sore, your nose is running, and your cough is terrible. Did you know
that there are natural home remedies to ease your cold and shorten your cold days? Check them out below!
1. Heavy On The H20
Drink enough water or tea to hydrate yourself during your cold days. A lot of people tend to forget to drink enough water.
2. Time 2 Soup It
This is the perfect time for a spicy curry soup. It is warming, especially when your soup contains spices like curcuma, ginger,
curry! Time to blast the cold out of your body.
3. If Life Gives You Lemons!
Then it is time to make yourself some hot lemonade (minus the sugar). Drink a lemon ginger tea to help prevent or
minimize the effects of a cold/flu or to comfort you through such. My version of lemonade is my favourite “Ninja Ginger
Juice”. This juice is very warming even though the ingredients are cold.
Ninja Ginger Juice
• 1 Apple (preferably a sour apple, like granny smith)
• 1 thumb size ginger
• ½ lemon
Juice all the ingredients in a slow juicer and voila this juice will karate chop your cold. This recipe makes one serving.
4. Meditate & Namastay In Bed
Try to meditate from time to time and spend some quality time with your bed. Sleep is the best remedy to get yourself up
and running.
Vivian Acquah, CWWA
www.linkedin.com/in/vivianacquah
info@vivalavive.com
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Continued:
“Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace”

More specifically, our ability to be aware of, manage, and regulate our feelings will determine our capacity for building relationships
… key determinants for both personal and professional success. Here’s a little story to help illustrate the impact of our emotions
in our work and relationships.
Bob, a high-strung senior manager, is notorious for verbal outbursts with his direct reports. He frequently makes his employees feel
caught off guard and pressured for answers. His abrupt management style and urgent demands constitutes “daily emergencies”
for the team (some of whom respond better than others). His employees are constantly having to manage and self-regulate their
own feelings and emotions in reaction to Bob’s tyrannical requests. Bob’s lack of awareness of his own emotional state creates a
climate of panic and undermines both employee and team performance and well-being. Due to drastic employee turnover, Bob’s
“management by crisis” behaviors and emotional outbursts have not been adequately addressed by his employees, peers, or HR.
(And perhaps out of fear of losing him, senior leaders have turned a “blind eye” to his nature as he’s viewed as a top performer
and a key asset to the company despite the repercussions at individual, team, and organizational levels.)
Bob as depicted above, is a classic example of someone exhibiting low “Emotional Intelligence”.

info@kellywc.com

Emotional Intelligence, also known as EI or EQ, “describes a person’s ability to recognize emotions, to understand their powerful
effect, and to use that information to guide thinking and behavior.” Popularized by Daniel Goleman, EI is often characterized
by these 4 domains: 1) Self-Awareness, knowing what we are feeling and why; 2) Self-Management of negative emotions like
fear and distress so that they don’t hinder us from achieving our aims while recognizing their value in the learning process; 3)
Empathy, knowing what someone else is feeling; and 4) Integrating this knowledge to formulate effective relationships.
Every now and then we all let our emotions get the better of us — however, when it is a habitual tendency it can be become
problematic. Here are 5 ways to foster a strong EI and help make your emotions work for you instead of against you as posited
by Justin Bariso in his article in Inc.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reflect on your own emotions
Ask others for perspective
Be observant of current emotions
Use the “pause”
Explore the “why”

What is your Emotional Intelligence? Complete this EI quiz to assess your own EI and then review the suggestions for enhancing
self-awareness and emotional intelligence for life and career success! Also, check out these interesting characteristics of people
with good EI .
Here’s to cultivating healthy emotional intelligence!
Samantha Forbes, MA, INHC, CMWA
www.Thecultivatedself.com
Samforbeshealthcoach@gmail.com
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Continued:
“Work in Mind”

Aside from the moral imperative, the case for UK employers to look after the mental health of their employees is financially
compelling. A UK charity, Mental Health Foundation estimates that:
•
•
•
•

1 in 5 employees take time off work due to stress.
Fewer than half say that they would be able to discuss stress with their employer.
12.5 million days are lost each year to work-related mental illness.
£1 in every £8 spent on physical health conditions is related to poor mental health.

There is also a legal requirement for employers to promote, rather than just respond to, mental health in the workplace. Under
the UK “Health and Safety at Work Act” (1974) and the UK “Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations” (1999),
employers are required to carry out a risk assessment for health hazards at work, including stress, and to act to control that risk.
Whereas assessments are routinely carried out for physical health hazards, they are rarely conducted for mental health risks,
unless the workplace is closely related to mental health, such as a psychiatric ward or prison.
In my work with head teachers, I have stressed the importance of the cyclical approach to mental wellbeing in schools (refer to
diagram). This Cycle of Employer Response to Mental Health can also be applied to most business environments.
What measures might you and your organization implement to help foster a healthy working mind?
Steve Waters, CWWA
www.teachwellalliance.com
steve@teachwellalliance.com
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Continued:
“Choose an Attitude of Gratitude”

Studies have demonstrated that increasing awareness through daily practices of reflection and appreciation of the contribution
of others produces immense benefits to both physical and psychological well-being. These same strategies can be used in a
workplace environment to impact the culture and the employees within that culture. Each day we have multiple opportunities to
make critical choices in which an outcome can be altered by the way we respond. Increasing our awareness of those moments,
being observant of our colleagues and work environment, approaching each day with a positive and appreciative attitude —
enables us to foster and share our appreciation in an authentic and genuine way. If each individual chooses an attitude of
gratitude, the organizational culture will be positively impacted.
Consider your workplace environment:
–– Are employees’ “everyday” contributions appreciated or only the occasional “extraordinary” accomplishments?
–– Are there opportunities (i.e. meetings, newsletters, bulletin boards, award programs) in place to explicitly thank others?
–– When was the last time that you showed authentic, true appreciation to another or received an expression of gratitude from
another?
–– Do people in your organization genuinely respect and express gratitude for each other or take each other for granted?
Strategies for fostering a culture of Gratitude and Appreciation in your workplace…
• Raise your own awareness by taking time each day to write down three things you are grateful for and why. This increases
your level of appreciation and positivity, and diminishes negativity bias (see below).
• Be observant of the contributions of others and the role they play in your individual and organization’s success. “Behind-thescenes”/essential staff members can be overlooked while project leaders succeed and are promoted on the efforts of these
individuals.
• Be observant of opportunities where you can step up to support and be of service to others in your organization.
• Commence recognition initiatives such as placing gratitude post-its on a break-room bulletin board or stories in your
wellness newsletter of employees who demonstrate exemplary behaviors and actions in keeping with the company’s vision
and values.

Illustrating Negativity Bias — “98-2 Rule”
A natural tendency in life is to focus more on negative experiences than positive ones, for example…
“If 98% of our day went right and 2% went wrong, our natural tendency might be to spend
98% of our day focusing on the 2% that went wrong instead of the 98% that went right.”
What daily practices might you embrace to focus more on the positives in your work and life, and to help promote a
“Culture of Gratitude” within your workplace?
Sheena D. Pracyk, RN, CHWC, CMWA
www.nurturingahealthylife.com
nurturingahealthylife@gmail.com
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Disclaimer: Your Wellness Toolkit is co-produced by Certified Workplace Wellness Ambassadors (kellywc.com) for information
and education purposes only. It is not intended to prevent, treat, diagnose or cure any condition nor replace qualified medical
professional services or medical advice. Always consult your physician before making any significant diet, lifestyle or prescription
drug changes.
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